
IScO’s Excursion to the Albtal-valley, August 6th 2016  

We would like to cordially invite you to join our next excursion to the beautiful Albtal just outside of Karlsruhe. We will 

be having a guided English tour to the monastery Frauenalb explaining its fascinating landscape and providing insights 

about its history.  

The tour starts at Karlsruhe main station. On the ride our tour guide will explain us the first sights on our way. Arriving 

in Marxzell we will go for a short hike to the monastery Frauenalb. After a guided tour to the monastery, we will have 

lunch at the historical restaurant “König von Preußen”. Afterwards we will have some more time to discover the area in 

detail. We will take the train back to Karlsruhe at around 4:00 pm. 

When?  August 6th 2016 at 9.45 am. (Please be on time as we are going by train.)  

Where? Meeting at Karlsruhe Central Station (Hauptbahnhof) - in the main hall in front of the large electronic 

departures display  

What will it cost? The round-trip-train ticket is around 5 euro per person depending on the group size. The guided 

tour will  be covered by DAAD STIBET for international doctoral students and post docs.  

Do I need to register? Yes, as we have a minimum number required for the guided tour. Please answer stating your 

name, nationality, KIT Institute and email by August 3th .    

Whom can I contact should I have further questions? Please contact Visitingresearcher@INTL.kit.edu.  

Can I bring children? Of course.  

You will have the opportunity to meet other international researchers, PhD students, scholarship holders in a relaxed 

atmosphere and to also enjoy some of the sights this region has to offer! Ask your colleagues and friends to come 

along with you.  

Join us! We look forward to meeting you!  

http://www.albtal-tourismus.de/
http://www.blackforest-tourism.com/Media/Attraktionen/Klosterruine-Frauenalb
http://www.koenig-von-preussen.eu/
https://www.google.de/maps/place/Karlsruhe+Hbf/@48.9935634,8.3996753,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4797066bf5e834ad:0x1e7f9f9a8a19a609!8m2!3d48.9935599!4d8.401864
http://doodle.com/poll/wiiqbp8bhrndtwnc
mailto:Visitingresearcher@INTL.kit.edu?subject=Excursion%20to%20Speyer%2030.%20May%202015%20
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